**ARBOR TOP DRESSING**

**DESCRIPTION:** Ground, clean repurposed construction wood

**DERIVITIVE:** 100% recycled clean lumber

**COLORS:** Red, Black and Dark Brown (dyed with non-toxic colorants)

**PROCESS:** Ground construction wood then screened to size

**SIZE:** ½" minus

**AVAILABILITY:** Vernalis, CA & Wheatland, CA (*Wheatland facility only carries Dark Brown and Black*)

---

**DECORATIVE MULCH**

**DESCRIPTION:** Ground, walk-on style, repurposed construction wood

**DERIVITIVE:** 100% recycled clean lumber

**COLORS:** Black, Dark Brown, Light Brown, Red, Mahogany and Gold (dyed with non-toxic colorants)

**PROCESS:** Ground construction wood then screened to size

**SIZE:** 2" minus

**AVAILABILITY:** Vernalis, CA & Wheatland, CA (*Wheatland facility only carries Dark Brown and Black*)

---

**COLOR CHIP**

**DESCRIPTION:** Virgin sawmill byproduct with blunt ends

**DERIVITIVE:** Variety of tree species, mainly Douglas Fir and Pine

**COLORS:** Black and Red (dyed with non-toxic colorants)

**PROCESS:** Sawmill byproduct and dyed

**SIZE:** 1 1/2" minus

**AVAILABILITY:** Vernalis, CA
**ARBOR FINES**

**DESCRIPTION:** Shredded granular type mulch  
**DERIVITIVE:** A mix of branches and chips from a variety of trees  
**COLORS:** Natural brown with green tint  
**PROCESS:** Remnants of screening brush and tree chips  
**SIZE:** ½” minus  
**AVAILABILITY:** Vernalis, CA

---

**WHITE WOOD FINES**

**DESCRIPTION:** Sawdust  
**DERIVITIVE:** Predominantly Douglas Fir & Pine Tree  
**COLORS:** Natural Tan  
**PROCESS:** Screened fines from repurposed construction wood  
**SIZE:** 1/4” minus  
**AVAILABILITY:** Vernalis, CA

*(also available as a Nitified option)*

---

**FIR SAWDUST**

**DESCRIPTION:** Finely ground, powdery sawdust  
**DERIVITIVE:** Douglas Fir  
**COLORS:** Light Blonde  
**PROCESS:** Ground and screened wood  
**SIZE:** 1/4” minus  
**AVAILABILITY:** McMinnville, OR
WALK ON BARK
DESCRIPTION: Shredded style mulch
DERIVITIVE: Predominantly Douglas Fir and Pine trees
COLORS: Various shades of Red and Brown
PROCESS: Ground and screened to size
SIZE: 2" minus
AVAILABILITY: Vernalis, CA

PLAYGROUND FIBER
DESCRIPTION: Meets ASTM & ADA standards for playground surfaces
DERIVITIVE: Virgin chips from Douglas Fir, Pine and/or Cedar trees
COLORS: Natural wood, Blonde
PROCESS: Chipped and screened
SIZE: 1 1/2" minus
AVAILABILITY: Vernalis, CA

SHREDDED CEDAR
DESCRIPTION: Fibrous bark, stringy in appearance
DERIVITIVE: Cedar trees
COLORS: Orangish-Red
PROCESS: Shredded bark
SIZE: 6" minus
AVAILABILITY: Vernalis, CA
FIR NUGGETS
DESCRIPTION: Ground fir bark nuggets
DERIVITIVE: Douglas Fir
COLORS: Deep Red, Brownish
PROCESS: Shipped wood
SIZE: 1" minus
AVAILABILITY: McMinville, OR

SMALL BARK
DESCRIPTION: Bark nuggets, round shaped mulch
DERIVITIVE: Mix of Pine and Douglas Fir bark
COLORS: Various shades of Red and Brown
PROCESS: Ground and screened
SIZE: 3/4" minus
AVAILABILITY: Vernalis, CA

MEDIUM BARK
DESCRIPTION: Bark nuggets, round shaped mulch
DERIVITIVE: Mix of Pine and Douglas Fir bark
COLORS: Various shades of Red and Brown
PROCESS: Ground and screened
SIZE: 1 1/4" minus
AVAILABILITY: Vernalis, CA
ARBOR MULCH
DESCRIPTION: Repurposed tree chips
DERIVITIVE: Variety of species of wood, mainly tree trimmings
COLORS: Natural Blonde
PROCESS: Ground tree chips screened to size
SIZE: 1 1/2" minus
AVAILABILITY: Vernalis, CA

DARK HEMLOCK
DESCRIPTION: Ground, aged mulch (splinter free)
DERIVITIVE: Hemlock tree bark
COLORS: Medium to Dark Brown
PROCESS: Ground and screened to size
SIZE: 1" minus
AVAILABILITY: Aumsville, OR & McMinville OR

RED HEMLOCK
DESCRIPTION: Ground, aged mulch (splinter free)
DERIVITIVE: Hemlock tree bark
COLORS: Rich Red to Orange or Burgundy
PROCESS: Ground and screened to size
SIZE: 1" minus
AVAILABILITY: Aumsville, OR
FIR DUST BARK - DARK
DESCRIPTION: Ground aged bark dust
DERIVITIVE: Douglas Fir bark
COLORS: Maroon and Burgundy
PROCESS: Ground and screened to size
SIZE: 1" minus
AVAILABILITY: North Plains, OR

FIR DUST BARK - RED
DESCRIPTION: Ground dust bark
DERIVITIVE: Douglas Fir bark
COLORS: Bright Red to Burnt Orange
PROCESS: Ground and screened to size
SIZE: 1" minus
AVAILABILITY: North Plains, OR

MEDIUM FIR
DESCRIPTION: Ground fir bark
DERIVITIVE: Douglas Fir
COLORS: Burnt Orange
PROCESS: Ground wood
SIZE: 3/8" minus
AVAILABILITY: McMinnville, OR
PREMIUM FIR

DESCRIPTION: Ground, aged fir bark
DERIVITIVE: Douglas Fir
COLORS: Dark Brown
PROCESS: Ground and aged wood
SIZE: 3/8” minus
AVAILABILITY: McMinnville, OR

CEDAR CHIPS

DESCRIPTION: Cedar wood chips
DERIVITIVE: Cedar tree
COLORS: Light Blonde
PROCESS: Chipped wood
SIZE: 4” minus
AVAILABILITY: McMinnville, OR

Samples available upon request.